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 CarMaker can be used to test drive virtually any automobile or light-duty vehicle, including school buses, heavy-duty trucks,
and heavy-duty buses. CarMaker can simulate the complete drive cycle of a vehicle from realistic time on road, fuel, and

efficiency, right through to fully detailed breakdown and repair. CarMaker can be used for research, testing, and comparisons of
different vehicle models. An entire library of vehicle models is already included in CarMaker, or can be added on-demand at a

competitive price. CarMaker is capable of simulating complete drive cycles with defined and realistic time on road, fuel
consumption, and efficiency. CarMaker is capable of simulating real vehicle behavior, including real-time vehicle tracking,

performance and vehicle life cycle, engine and transmission dynamics, gearbox and clutch characteristics, and brake
characteristics. CarMaker can be used to simulate the complete drive cycle from drive off to drive off for any vehicle model.
This is a complete drive cycle including ‘car handling’, ‘brake characteristics’ and ‘fuel consumption’. CarMaker is capable of

simulating full vehicle life cycle including engine wear and de-conditioning, engine, transmission, gearbox and clutch
deterioration and loss of efficiency. CarMaker can be used for research, testing, and comparisons of different vehicle models.
CarMaker can be used for training driver simulator instructors. Vehicle Simulation CarMaker is a simulation software that can
be used to simulate a complete drive cycle. The whole simulation includes many key driving and vehicle simulation features:

Stability and handling of vehicle is calculated in CarMaker based on accurate vehicle dynamics Realistic engine and
transmission dynamics including drag and lift, gear and clutch driving characteristics Real-time vehicle tracking and speed.

CarMaker can also track and record vehicle performance in detail for later reference. Fuel consumption is calculated based on
realistic vehicle dynamics, realistic engine and transmission behaviour, and fuel quality, type, and density Vehicle braking and

vehicle control is modelled in detail using a realistic vehicle dynamics model, including vehicle brake pad wear and friction
between tyre and road Engine de-conditioning and damage is calculated and presented to show the effect of engine de-

conditioning and damage on vehicle performance, including increased vehicle drag and loss of vehicle efficiency Gearbox and
clutch characteristics are fully modelled using a sophisticated gearbox and clutch physics model A 82157476af
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